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Courtroom Outbursts; Motions for Mistrial 
Thomas v. State, S21A0438 (5/17/21) 
 
Appellant was convicted of malice murder and other offenses. During the trial, one of the victim's sons, seated in the 
courtroom gallery, screamed at appellant, "You killed my daddy, man. You killed my motherf***ing daddy, man." 
Appellant argued that the trial court erred in denying his motion for a mistrial based on this courtroom outburst, because 
multiple members of the jury indicated that the outburst caused them concern. The Court disagreed. 
 
The Court stated that a trial court generally has broad discretion in deciding whether to grant a mistrial, and great deference 
is afforded to a court's determination that a mistrial was not necessary. The measures a trial court takes in response to a 
courtroom outburst are within the court's discretion unless a fair trial is not possible without a new trial. Generally, a trial 
court does not abuse its discretion when it takes prompt, thorough, and curative action. And, when juries are given curative 
instructions following such outbursts, they are presumed to follow them in the absence of proof to the contrary.    
 
Here, the Court found, in response to the outburst, the trial court removed the relatives of the victim from the courtroom, 
checked with the jurors as to how they felt, and received reassurance from all of them that the outburst would not impair 
their ability to be fair and impartial. Even the jurors who specifically said they were concerned by the outburst expressed a 
desire to continue serving. After denying appellant's motion for a mistrial, the trial court told the jury that the man who 
had made the outburst was excluded from the courthouse and instructed the jury to disregard the outburst. Under these 
circumstances, the Court concluded, appellant failed to show that the trial court abused its discretion in denying a mistrial.   
 
Jury Charges; Mistake of Fact 
Redding v. State, S21A0331 (5/17/21) 
 
Appellant was convicted of malice murder and possession of a firearm during the commission of a felony in connection 
with the shooting death of Varner. The evidence, very briefly stated, showed that appellant believed Varner had shot 
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appellant’s cousin in the leg. Five weeks later, appellant and Varner were at the same club. Appellant and his friends 
harassed Varner, stating “Somebody die tonight.” Later, Varner was standing at the bar entrance talking on his cell phone 
when appellant retrieved a pistol from his car and approached Varner, who said, "I'll beat your mother******g *ss. Put 
down the pistol." Varner then ran back into the crowded bar. Appellant followed him to the entrance doorway and shot 
him six times from behind, striking and wounding a bystander, and continuing to shoot even after Varner fell face-down 
on the floor. At trial, appellant asserted justification and self-defense. 
 
Appellant contended that the trial court erred in failing to give his requested charge on the defense of mistake of fact under 
OCGA § 16-3-5, which provides: "A person shall not be found guilty of a crime if the act or omission to act constituting 
the crime was induced by a misapprehension of fact which, if true, would have justified the act or omission." The Court 
disagreed. 
 
The Court noted that since 1965, a series of decisions has held that a mistake-of-fact instruction is not required, even upon 
request, if the "mistake" or "misapprehension" alleged by the defendant is the belief that the victim possessed a weapon or 
was about to use deadly force against the defendant, so long as the trial court fully instructs the jury on justification and 
self-defense, including analogous principles of justification and reasonable belief.  
  
Here, considering the charge as a whole, the trial court did not err in declining to give a mistake-of-fact instruction. The 
only mistake of fact asserted by appellant was that he mistakenly believed Varner had a gun, thus supporting his defense 
of justification by self-defense. The trial court's instructions included a lengthy series of pattern jury instructions on 
justification and self-defense, including language repeatedly instructing the jury on a defendant's "reasonable belief" with 
respect to the use of force in self-defense. A mistake-of-fact instruction therefore was unnecessary, given the trial court's 
full and complete instructions on self-defense and justification, and the trial court did not err in failing to give it on request. 
 
In so holding, the Court declined appellant’s invitation to overrule Pullin v. State, 257 Ga. 815 (1988) and other cases in 
which our appellate courts have held that because a trial court fully charges the jury on justification and self-defense, a 
defendant is not entitled to a charge on mistake of fact pursuant to OCGA § 16-3-5. 
 
Intrinsic Evidence; Rule 404 (b) 
Abbott v. State, S21A0075 (5/17/21) 
 
Appellant was convicted of murder and numerous other crimes in connection with the shooting death of Mr. and Mrs. 
Reeves. The evidence, very briefly stated, showed that appellant lived next door to the victims with his girlfriend, 
McCleskey. Appellant was seen with a large amount of cash around the same time that victims were shot to death. 
Sometime after the murders, appellant cashed a $7500.00 check on the victims’ bank account. Appellant then used part 
of the money to get McCleskey’s vehicle back from a pawn broker. However, the evidence further showed that appellant 
forged McCleskey’s signature to transfer the title to himself and was the one who pawned the vehicle. He also stole 
$5000.00 from McClesky’s bank account. 
 
One week after the murders, appellant called police to report that a threatening message had been painted on the storm 
door of his and McCleskey's home. Upon investigation, officers noted with suspicion that the message had been written 
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neatly, as though the perpetrator had not been in a hurry. In the course of his interview that evening, appellant told the 
responding officer that there had been several recent prowling incidents around his home and that a four-wheeler belonging 
to McCleskey had recently been stolen from their property. However, police records showed that no such incidents had 
ever been reported, and the four-wheeler was later discovered at the residence of appellant's mother. 
 
Appellant contended that the trial court erred by admitting, as intrinsic evidence, testimony about the theft of McCleskey's 
four-wheeler. Appellant argued that the evidence did not constitute intrinsic evidence and should have been subject to, 
and held inadmissible under, OCGA § 24-4-404 (b). 
 
The Court stated that the limitations and prohibition on other acts evidence set out in OCGA § 24-4-404 (b) do not 
apply to intrinsic evidence. Intrinsic evidence is defined as evidence that (1) pertains to an uncharged offense arising from 
the same transaction or series of transactions as the charged offense; (2) is necessary to complete the story of the crime; or 
(3) is inextricably intertwined with the evidence regarding the charged offense. And intrinsic evidence remains admissible 
even if it incidentally places the defendant's character at issue. 
 
In assessing whether evidence is "necessary" in this context, “necessary” is not used in a strictly literal sense, but rather, 
refers to what evidence is reasonably necessary for the State to complete the story of the crime. Here, the Court found, the 
theft of the four-wheeler occurred in the weeks leading up to the murders, during the same period of time when appellant 
was shown to have pawned the title to McCleskey's car without her knowledge and stolen thousands of dollars in cash 
from her. As such, the theft formed part of the chronology of appellant's crimes leading to the murders, offering insight 
into his motive. Moreover, after the murders, appellant himself told investigators about the theft, feigning ignorance about 
the vehicle's whereabouts, as part of his narrative about a spate of recent crimes in the area. The theft thus also figured into 
appellant's attempt to deflect blame from himself for the murders, providing evidence of premeditation and showing the 
"set-up of the crime."  Accordingly, the Court concluded, there was no abuse of discretion in classifying this evidence as 
intrinsic. 
 
Nevertheless, appellant argued, even if properly classified as intrinsic, the evidence was highly prejudicial and thus should 
have been excluded under OCGA § 24-4-403. The Court disagreed, finding no abuse of discretion in the trial court's 
concluding that the probative value of the evidence was not substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice.    
 
Ineffective Assistance of Counsel; Conflicts of Interest 
Moore v. State, S21A0220, S21A0221 (5/17/21) 
 
Appellants Moore and Milbourne were convicted of malice murder and other offenses in connection with the shooting of 
Milton and the shooting death of Milton’s girlfriend, Jamie. Co-defendant Robinson pled guilty and testified for the State.  
Moore contended that he was denied the effective assistance of counsel at trial due to a conflict of interest due to his 
counsel’s prior representation of Robinson. The Court disagreed. 
 
The record showed that on the first day of the second week of trial, during an afternoon break before Robinson testified, 
Stahlman, Moore's trial counsel, was reviewing Robinson's prior convictions and probation revocations in preparation for 
cross-examination when she noticed her signature at the bottom of the second page of an April 18, 2011 consent probation 
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revocation order. Stahlman brought the issue to the trial court's attention and told the court that she had no independent 
recollection of representing Robinson, that she did not recognize him, and that she did not have any confidential 
information relating to the prior representation that could be used to Robinson's detriment. Robinson consulted with an 
attorney, and then agreed to waive any potential conflict of interest and signed a written waiver. Moore consulted with 
Stahlman and also agreed to waive any potential conflict, but as Stahlman was preparing a written waiver for Moore to 
sign, she became concerned that Moore should have the opportunity to consult independent counsel. 
 
The court asked Stahlman if she would "let up" on Robinson or "take it easy on him" during cross-examination because 
she previously represented him, and Stahlman said no. The court then asked Moore if he wanted to talk to another attorney 
before signing a waiver, and when Moore said that he was unsure, the court called a recess and arranged for Moore to speak 
with another attorney. After consulting with the attorney, Moore decided not to waive any potential conflict of interest. 
Stahlman told the court that in light of Moore's decision not to waive the conflict, she was not comfortable going forward 
with the representation. After calling another recess, the court found that there was no real conflict of interest and denied 
Stahlman's motion to withdraw from representing Moore. 
 
Robinson testified the next morning and was cross-examined by Stahlman and counsel for Milbourne. The court then sent 
the jury to lunch and asked, "Ms. Stahlman, did you ask every question you would have ordinarily asked Mr. [Robinson] 
or did you let up on him?" Stahlman replied, "No, sir. I did not let up on him." 
 
The Court stated that to obtain reversal of a conviction based on a claim that trial counsel's assistance was rendered 
ineffective by a conflict of interest, a defendant must show that his counsel actively represented conflicting interests and 
that an actual conflict of interest adversely affected his counsel's performance. And here, the Court found, the trial court 
credited Stahlman's representations that she did not recognize Robinson, had no recollection of representing him until she 
saw her signature on the consent probation revocation order from five years earlier, did not receive any confidential 
information during her representation of him that would affect her representation of Moore, and did not "let up on" 
Robinson during cross-examination. Furthermore, the Court noted, Moore did not even speculate about what Stahlman 
might have done differently had she not previously represented Robinson in an unrelated matter, much less point to 
anything in the record showing that Stahlman's representation of him was adversely affected by her prior representation of 
Robinson. Accordingly, the Court concluded, Moore's claim that he was denied the effective assistance of counsel at trial 
due to a conflict of interest lacked merit. 
 
Jury Composition Rule; Death-Qualified Juries 
Sinkfield v. State, S21A0298 (5/17/21) 
 
Appellant was convicted of malice murder and other crimes. The record showed that in pretrial motions challenging Fulton 
County's 2015 master jury list, appellant contended that the county violated the Jury Composition Rule (JCR) by 
improperly removing or inactivating thousands of jurors from the jury list. To that end, a defense expert testified that he 
calculated the jury list inclusivity at 83.58%. After a hearing, the trial court denied appellant's motions, finding that Fulton 
County's master jury list complied with the JCR and was “no less than 85% inclusive.” However, about a year after the 
trial court's order, in Ricks v. State, 301 Ga. 171, 173 (2017, the Court concluded — at the pretrial interim review stage 
— that Fulton County's 2013 and 2014 master jury lists were altered at the county level in “clear violation” of the JCR.  
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Appellant contended that Fulton County mismanaged its 2015 master jury list in substantially the same manner, and using 
the same vendor, as the 2014 jury list at issue in Ricks. He argued that the county's 2015 jury list continued to violate the 
JCR, leading to a master jury list that was less than 85% inclusive. Thus, he contended, because both his grand and petit 
juries were drawn from the noncompliant master jury list, his convictions should have been reversed and his indictment 
quashed. The Court disagreed. 
 
The Court noted that in most cases, it would reverse a conviction only upon some showing of harm—that is, some 
probability that the error affected the outcome of the trial proceedings. And here, the record did not show — and appellant 
did not contend — that the alleged JCR violations had any effect on the outcome of his trial proceedings. Thus, a reversal 
of his convictions would be warranted only if the violations at issue were akin to a “structural error” — that is, a “structural 
defect affecting the framework within which the trial proceeds, rather than simply an error in the trial process itself.    
 
Structural errors usually are based on a violation of a constitutional right. The Court also noted that it has suggested — 
without expressly using the term “structural error” — that automatic reversal may be warranted where an “essential and 
substantial” provision of a jury selection statute has been violated, thereby causing a discernible impact on the composition 
of the grand or petit jury, at least where such a claim is properly preserved and raised on direct appeal.   
 
Here, however, the Court found that appellant did not allege any constitutional infraction with regard to Fulton County's 
master jury list, let alone demonstrate a constitutional infraction that would rise to the level of structural error. Nor did he 
show a violation of an “essential and substantial” provision of a jury selection statute — or a violation of any statute for 
that matter — that would warrant automatic reversal under our precedent. Indeed, the primary objective of the JCR — 
to ensure that each county master jury list is “no less than 85% inclusive” of the county's adult population — is a 
prophylactic measure that is not tied to any specific constitutional or statutory mandate. And even if the JCR could be 
analogized to a jury selection statute, appellant did not show that the alleged JCR violations had any discernible impact on 
the grand jury that indicted him or the petit jury that tried him; he did not identify any impaneled grand or trial juror 
who would not have served absent the JCR violations at issue, or a potential juror who would have served but for such 
violations.  
 
Nevertheless, the Court further opined, this is not to say that the JCR can be ignored with impunity; it is a rule of the 
Court that must be followed. Even so, appellant neither alleged nor demonstrated the type of error that would require an 
automatic reversal of his convictions, and because he did not show any harm from the purported JCR violations, the Court 
affirmed the trial court's denial of relief on this ground. 
 
Appellant also contended that the death-qualification process in his case violated the fair cross-section requirement of the 
Sixth Amendment to the United States Constitution because it resulted in a jury from which “African-American women 
were almost entirely excluded.” Specifically, although appellant conceded that the death-qualification process itself is 
permissible, he argued that it violated his fair cross-section rights because it “systematically and disproportionately excluded 
a cognizable group from the jury pool.”     
 
But, the Court stated, the United States Supreme Court has made clear that the Sixth Amendment fair cross-section 
requirement applies only to the venire from which a jury ultimately is chosen — not to the jury itself. This means that, 
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although the jury venire must be representative of the community, the fair cross-section requirement does not restrict 
procedures — like the death-qualification process — that are utilized in selecting a jury from a properly representative 
venire. Thus, even assuming (without deciding) appellant's claim that the death-qualification process resulted in a 
“disparate impact” on the inclusion of “African-American women” on the petit jury, he nonetheless failed to establish a 
violation of his fair cross-section rights under the United States Constitution. 
 
Sentencing; Merger 
Dukes v. State, S21A0399 (5/17/21) 
 
Appellant was convicted of malice murder, two counts of possession of a firearm by a first offender probationer, and 
numerous other crimes related to three victims. Appellant contended that the trial court erred in imposing separate 
sentences for the two convictions for possession of a firearm by a first offender probationer. The Court agreed.  
 
The Court noted that in Count 15 of the indictment, appellant was charged with possession of a firearm by a first offender 
probationer “on the 30th day of November, 2018, sometime between the hours of 7:00 p.m. and 7:35 p.m.” and in Count 
16, appellant was charged with possession of a firearm by a first offender probationer “on the 30th day of November, 2018, 
sometime between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and 6:35 p.m.” 
 
The Court noted that generally, when proving the time an offense was committed, the State is not restricted to proof of 
the date alleged in the indictment but is permitted to prove its commission on any date within the statute of limitations. 
Where, however, the indictment specifically alleges the date of the offense is material, the accused may be convicted only 
if the State's proof corresponds to the date alleged.  Indeed, the State must prove all material allegations in an indictment 
which describe the offense or the particular manner in which the offense was committed.    
 
Here, the State did not include language in the indictment to make the times that appellant possessed a handgun (between 
6:00 p.m. and 6:35 p.m. in Count 16, and between 7:00 p.m. and 7:35 p.m. in Count 15) material allegations to be 
proven at trial. Furthermore, the jury was not instructed that the specific times appellant possessed a handgun were material 
elements of the crimes that the State was required to prove beyond a reasonable doubt. Consequently, the State merely 
needed to prove that the two gun charges occurred within the statute of limitations, making appellant's gun charges legally 
identical. And, because appellant was charged with the exact same crime twice, he could not then be convicted and 
sentenced for both counts. 
 
Accordingly, the Court concluded, appellant's convictions and sentences for the two counts of possession of a firearm by 
a first offender probationer was vacated and the case remanded for the trial court to convict and resentence appellant on 
only one of these counts.  
 
Jury Deliberations; Appellate Record 
Griffin v. State, S21A0048 (5/17/21) 
 
Appellant was convicted of malice murder and other offenses. He contended that the jury improperly reviewed and 
considered texts contained in the cell phone he possessed at the time of his arrest. The Court disagreed. 
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At trial, the State introduced appellant's cell phone into evidence. In addition, the jury was shown photos taken of the cell 
phone's contact list in order to prove that the phone contained personal contacts for the individuals appellant had called 
from jail. Following the admission of the cell phone, which had been charged prior to trial, appellant made no objection 
to its being sent out with the jury during deliberations. In the jury room, the jurors turned on the cell phone and examined 
its contents. Later, after the verdict was entered, the jury foreperson informed the trial court that the jury reviewed text 
messages found on the phone. The foreperson explained that the phone was already on, but they also used one juror's 
power cord to plug it in at a later point. 
 
Between trial and the time of the hearing on appellant's motion for new trial, the cell phone was misplaced by the State 
and could not be found. It was undisputed that the State did not purposely dispose of this evidence. During the motion 
for new trial hearing, the prosecutor testified that, prior to trial, he reviewed all of the texts on the phone. The prosecutor 
had no recollection of the content of individual text messages, but he recalled that “there was nothing that stood out in 
[his] mind as controversial or something that [he] thought would impede the case.” He testified that the texts included 
only “chatter” that neither helped nor harmed appellant. The prosecutor further testified that he would have notified the 
defense if there had been any exculpatory information contained in the texts, and, if there had been any inculpatory texts, 
he would have used them at trial. 
 
First, citing Drammeh v. State, 285 Ga. App. 545, 548 (2) (2007), the Court determined that the appellant's claim failed 
because the phone had been admitted into evidence as a whole, without objection or stipulation. In other words, any 
objection to the contents of the cell phone was waived, as the cell phone, in its entirety, was admitted into evidence. As 
such, contrary to appellant's arguments, the contents of the cell phone were subject to the jury's review at that point.   
 
Next, the Court stated that to the extent that appellant's contention could be construed as alleging an evidentiary error 
made by the trial court by admitting the whole cell phone into evidence, the contention would be subject to plain-error 
analysis in the absence of a specific objection at trial. And here, appellant failed to make an affirmative showing that any 
error probably affected the outcome of his trial. Relying solely on the fact that the State had misplaced the cell phone, 
appellant chose not to present any evidence about the contents of the phone at the hearing on his motion for new trial. 
However, the State did provide testimony about the cell phone's contents from the prosecutor who handled appellant's 
trial, and the trial court accepted this testimony as credible. In addition, with two confessions to the crime having been 
made by appellant, the evidence against appellant was substantial. Under these circumstances, the Court concluded that 
there was no plain error.   
 
Nevertheless, appellant contended, he was denied the opportunity for full and fair appellate review because the text 
messages the jury viewed were missing from the record, as the cell phone that contained the messages could not be found.   
 
The Court noted that appellant appeared to contend that statutory law required that the contents of the cell phone be 
transcribed for inclusion in the record, although he cited no authority for the proposition that the contents of physical 
evidence admitted as exhibits must be transcribed by the court reporter. In any event, the prosecutor provided a summary 
of the phone's contents, and appellant produced no evidence that contradicted that summary. Moreover, where, as here, 
an otherwise complete record is missing only one or a few parts of the trial, the appellant is not entitled to a new trial unless 
he alleges that he has been harmed by some specified error involving the omitted part and shows that the omission prevents 
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proper appellate review of that error. But here, the Court found, appellant raised only speculation about how he might 
have been harmed, and the State presented the prosecutor's testimony rebutting that speculation, which the trial court 
credited. Under these circumstances, the Court held, appellant's contention that he had not been afforded the means of a 
full and fair appellate review was without merit.   
 
Motions in Limine; Evidence Implicating Third Party 
Matthews v. State, S21A0318 (5/17/21) 
 
Appellant was convicted of malice murder, battery, and possession of a knife during the commission of a crime in 
connection with the stabbing death of Young and also found him guilty of financial credit card theft and obstruction of 
an officer. The evidence, briefly stated, showed that around 10:15 pm, Young was stabbed to death in the parking lot 
outside her apartment. Shortly thereafter, appellant and his codefendant, Garnto, were seen on an ATM surveillance video 
attempting to use Young’s debit card. Appellant had dated Young and was upset because she ended the relationship. Other 
evidence, including appellant’s confession, led to his arrest.  
 
Appellant contended that the trial court erred by granting the State's motion to exclude evidence of another suspect. 
Specifically, he contended that the trial court should have allowed him to show that Robert Miller might have committed 
the crimes. The Court disagreed. 
 
At the hearing on the State’s motion in limine, the investigator testified that Young had listed Miller as her emergency 
contact. About three hours after Young was stabbed, the investigator went to Miller’s house. Miller’s wife answered the 
door and had to wake Miller up. Miller admitted to having an affair with Young, but stated that he was with his family 
and children all day at home. His wife confirmed this and knew of the affair. Appellant testified at the motion hearing that 
at the time of the murder, he was with Clark near the scene of the murder and saw Garnto getting into Miller’s car. Based 
on the proffered evidence, the trial court granted the State's motion in limine to exclude evidence about Miller, stating a 
willingness to reconsider the admissibility of the evidence if appellant's counsel, after talking to Miller, was able to proffer 
something more to show that the evidence could support a reasonable inference of appellant's innocence.  
 
At trial, before cross-examining the investigator who testified at the pretrial hearing about his contact with Miller and his 
family, appellant's counsel informed the court that he had Miller, whom appellant “insisted was the assailant,” available to 
testify but, after appellant's possible alibi defense involving Clark “didn't work out,” counsel did not anticipate calling 
Miller as a witness. 
 
The Court stated that a criminal defendant may introduce evidence implicating another person in the commission of the 
crime or crimes for which the defendant is being tried only when the proffered evidence raises a reasonable inference of 
the defendant's innocence and either directly connects the other person with the corpus delicti or shows that the other 
person has recently committed a crime of the same or similar nature. Evidence that merely casts a bare suspicion on another 
or raises a conjectural inference as to the commission of the crime by another, is not admissible. 
 
And here, the Court found, appellant did not take the opportunity to later supplement the evidence elicited at the pretrial 
hearing, and that evidence did not directly connect Miller with the fatal stabbing, nor did it show that Miller had recently 
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committed a crime of the same or similar nature. The proffered evidence, at best, raised a bare suspicion on Miller. 
Therefore, the Court concluded, the trial court did not abuse its discretion in granting the State's motion in limine to 
exclude evidence implicating Miller. 
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